Abstract
Introduction
Recently there has been increasing interest in the management of inconsistent data. This is an important topic which arises in a number of fields such as data warehousing, database integration, automated reasoning systems, active reactive databases and so it has been deeply investigated especially in the areas of databases and artificial intelligence.
In this paper we address the problem of managing inconsistencies derived from the integration of multiple autonomous information sources. Integrating data from a set of consistent databases, each satisfying the same set of integrity constraints ( I C ) , does not necessarily imply that the resulting merged database will be consistent. The following example shows a typical case of inconsistency. Example 1.1 Consider the database schema consisting of the single binary relation .employee(Name, S a l a r y ) with X " The first author is also supported by ISI-CNR. *Work partially supported by a MURST grant under the project "Datathe functional dependency ( N a m e + S a l a r y ) (the attribute Name is a key for the relation). Assume there are two different databases D1 = {employee(Peter, 30000), employee(John, 40000)) and Dz = {employee(Peter, 30000), employee (John, 50000) ). Both databases D1 and Dz satisfy the constraint ( N a m e + S a l a r y ) but, from their union we derive a relation which does not satisfy the constraint since there are two distinct tuples with the same value for the attribute Name.
0
In the integration of two conflicting databases simple solutions could be based on the definition of preference criteria such as partial order or majority criteria [ 151. However, these solutions are not satisfactory in the general case and more interesting solutions are those based on the computation of 1) 'repairs' for the database, and 2) consistent answers [5] . The computation of repairs is based on the insertion and deletion of tuples so that the resulting database is consistent, i.e. all constraints are satisfied. The evaluation of consistent answers is based on the identification of tuples satisfying integrity constraints and on the selection of tuples matching the goal. However, queries over inconsistent databases are, in general, not any more total, and the answer to a bound query can be true, false or m a y be (unknown). Example 1. 2 For the integrated database of Example 1.1, we have two alternative repairs consisting in the deletion of one of the tuples (John, 40000) and (John, 50000). The answer to the query asking if the salary of Peter is 30000 dollars is yes whereas the answer to the query asking if the 0 Even if much work has been done to define methods to manage both the integration of databases and the computation of queries over inconsistent databases [ I , 2, 5 , 6, 14, 151, the techniques so far introduced are suitable only for restricted cases, as for example the one proposed in [5] that is complete only for universal quantified binary constraints. In [3, 4, 17 , 111 techniques dealing with the integration of knowledge bases, expressed through first order formulas have been proposed. We propose a general framework for computing repairs and consistent answers over inconsistent databases. In our framework different types of rules defining general integrity constraints, repair constraints (i.e. rules defining conditions on the insertion or deletion of tuples) and prioritized constraints (i.e. rules salary of John is 40000 dollars is m a y be.
0-7695-1 128-7/01 $10.00 0 2001 EEE defining priorities among updates and repairs) are considered. The technique we propose is based on the rewriting of constraints into (prioritized) extended disjunctive rules with two different forms of negation (negation as failure and classical negation). The disjunctive program can be used both to generate 'repairs' for the database, i.e. minimal sets of insert and delete operations which makes the database consistent, and to produce consistent answers, i.e. maximal sets of atoms which do not violate the constraints. The technique we propose is more general than techniques previously proposed, and is sound and complete as each preferred stable model defines a repair and each repair is derived from a preferred stable model.
Background
We assume familiarity with disjunctive logic program and disjunctive deductive databases [7, 81 and recall here non standard definitions used in the paper.
Extended disjunctive databases
Extended Datalog programs extend standard Datalog programs with a different form of negation, known as classical or strong negation, which can also appear in the head of rules. Thus, while standard programs provide negative information implicitly, extended programs provide negative information explicitly and we can distinguish queries which fail in the sense that they do not succeed and queries which fail in the stronger sense that negation succeeds [8, 13, The semantics of an extended program P is defined by considering each negated predicate symbol, say i p , as a new symbol syntactically different from p and by adding to the program, for each predicate symbol p with arity n the constraint +-p ( X 1 , ..., X,), l p ( X 1 , ..., X n ) . The existence of a (2-valued) model for an extended program is not guaranteed, also in the case of negation (as-failure) free programs. For instance, the program consisting of the two facts a and l a does not admit any (2-valued) model. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we shall also use rules whose bodies may contain disjunctions. Such rules, called generalized disjunctive rules, are used as shorthands for multiple standard disjunctive rules. More specifically, a generalized disjunctive rule of the form 
Queries
Predicate symbols are partitioned into two distinct sets: base predicates (also called EDB predicates) and derived predicates (also called IDB predicates). Base predicates correspond to database relations defined over a given domain and they do not appear in the head of any rule whereas derived predicates are defined by means of rules. Given a database D , a predicate symbol r and a program P, D ( r ) denotes the set of r-tuples in D whereas PD denotes the program derived from the union of P with the tuples in D , i.e., 
Prioritized logic programs
For any two literals el end e2, if el 5 € 2 then we say that e2 has higher priority than e l . Moreover, el < e2 if el 5 e2 and el # e2. A priority statement el 5 e2 means that for each al instance of € 1 and for each a2 instance of e2 it is al 5 a2. Clearly, the sets of ground instantiations of el and e2 must have empty intersection. A prioritized logic program (PLP) is a pair (P, @) where P is a standard program and @ is a set of priorities. @* denotes the set of priorities which can be reflexivity or transitively derived from @. Given a prioritized logic program (P, @), the relation C is defined over the stable models of P as follows. For any stable models M I , M2 and M 3 of P.
An interpretation M is apreferred model of (P, @) if M is a stable model of P and there is no stable model N of P which is preferable to M . The set of preferred stable models of (P, @) will be denoted by P S M ( P , @). Note that the relation @ 1 C @2 between two PLPs (P, @ I ) and (P, @ 2 ) does not imply P S M ( P , @ I ) C P S M ( P , @ 2 ) . More details on PLP can be found in [ 161. 
Databases with constraints
Databases contain two different types of information, i.e. syntactic and semantic information. Database schemata contain an explicit representation of the knowledge on the structure of data, thus they give constraints on the form the data must have. Integrity constraints, which express information that is not directly derivable from the database data, are introduced to prevent the insertion or deletion of data which could produce incorrect states. They are used to restrict the state a database can take and provide information on the relationships among data. A database D has associated a schemaDS = ( R s , I C ) which defines the intentional properties of D: Rs denotes the structure of the relations whereas ZC contains the set of integrity constraints.
Integrity constraints
Integrity constraints express semantic information over data, i.e. relationships that must hold among data in the theory. Generally, integrity constraints represent the interaction among data and define properties which are supposed to be satisfied by all instances over a given database schema explicitly. Therefore, they are mainly used to validate database transactions. Definition 3.1 An integrity constraint is a formula of the first order predicate calculus of the form: Without loss of generality we can assume that in the above formula (Zi U y Z ) n ( Z j U 5 ) = 0 for any i # j so that it can be rewritten as
In the definition above, the conjunction @ is called the body and the disjunction of conjunctions 91 V ... V k, the head of the integrity constraint. Moreover, an integrity constraint is said to be positive if no negated literals occur in it].
We point out that we are considering a more general form of integrity constraints where the head may contain a disjunction of conjunctions whereas standard constraints, as defined in the literature, have the form
. In the rest of this section we concentrate on full (or universal) constraints, where every !Pi is a literal or a conjunction of built-in literals (i.e. comparison operators). Therefore, an integrity constraint is a formula of the form: 
called inclusion dependency states that the relation p must be contained in the union of the relations q and r. 
Repairs and answers
Let us first introduce the formal definition of consistent database and repairs. U Thus, repaired databases are consistent databases which are derived from the source database by means of a minimal' set of insertion and deletion of tuples. Given a repair R, R+ denotes the set of tuples which will be added to the database whereas R-denotes the set of tuples of D which will be canceled. In the following, for a given repair R and a
Example3.6 Assume we are given a database D
is not satisfied. The repairs for D are RI = ( { q ( b ) } , 0)
and R2 = (0, { p ( b ) } ) producing, respectively, the re-
*Minimal w.r.t. set inclusion A (relational) query over a database defines a function from the database to a relation. It can be expressed by means of alternative equivalent languages such as relational algebra, 'safe' relational calculus or 'safe' non recursive Datalog [ IS]. In the following we shall use Datalog. Thus, a query is a pair (g, P) where P is a safe non-recursive Datalog program and g is a predicate symbol specifying the output (derived) relation. Observe that relational queries define a restricted case of disjunctive queries. The reason for considering relational and disjunctive queries is that, as we shall show in the next section, relational queries over databases with constraints can be rewritten into extended disjunctive queries over databases without constraints. 
Repair Constraints
In the integration of databases, the presence of inconsistent data may be resolved by repairing the integrated database. In this section we introduce repair constraints which permit us to restrict the number of repairs. These constraints can be defined during the integration phase to give preference to certain data with respect to others. 
R(D). 0
In the following we shall say that a set of repair constraints is consistent if all its rules are satisfied.
Example 3.11 Consider the database D = { p ( a ) , p(b), g ( a ) , q ( c ) } and the inclusion dependent)) V ( X ) [ p ( X ) 3 q ( X ) ] of Example 3.6. The repair constraints t deZete(q(X)) t i n s e r t ( q ( X ) )
state that the relation q cannot be modified. There is only one repair which satisfies the above repair constraints, schema and RC is a set of repair constraints. Definition 3.14 Given a database schema DS = (Rs,ZC), a database D over D S and a set of repair constraints RC, an atom 4 is true (resp. false) with respect to (D, IC, RC) if A belongs to all consistent repaired databases (resp. there is no consistent repaired database containing A). The set of atoms which are neither true nor false is undefined. Clearly, for an empty set of repair constraints Definition 3.7 and Definition 3.14 coincide.
Computing consistent repairs and answers
This section defines a technique which allows us to compute consistent repairs and consistent answers for possibly inconsistent databases. The technique consists in using the sets of integrity and repair constraints to derive an extended disjunctive program D'P. Each where ( ( r ( c ) 
., not(&). for each repair constraint

, n o t ~r d ( c ) )
V rd(c)) means that r(c) is true if it was present in the database and has not been derived as false, or if it has been derived as true. Dual 
and the following set of referential constraints R C :
n s e r t ( p ( X ) ) t d e l e t e ( p ( X ) ) t i n s e r t ( q ( X ) )
The generalized extended disjunctive program
DP(ZC, RC) is
l P d ( X ) v s d ( -y ) v q d ( -y ) t ( p ( -r ) v P d ( -r ) ) , (not s ( x ) v -S d ( x ) ) , (not 4?(x) l q d ( X ) ) .
T q d ( -r ) v T d ( x ) t ( q ( x ) v q d ( x ) ) , ( n o t T ( X ) v T T d ( x ) ) .
P d ( d y ) .
t T P d (ay). t q d ( -y ) . 0
It is worth noting that in some cases the disjunctive program can be simplified. For instance, the literals p d ( S ) 
Figure 2. Reduction of D P ( I C , RC)
Moreover, the above rules can be further simplified by eliminating from their bodies the atoms which cannot be inferred; the resulting program is as follows:
of Example 3.1 1. Algorithm 1 applied to the above constraints produces the following program P :
which can be simplified into the program consisting of the single rule
The resulting program PD has only one stable model
corresponding to the deletion of p ( b ) .
As mentioned in the Introduction, in the presence of inconsistencies, generally, there are two possible alternative solutions: i) compute repairs making the database consistent through the insertion and deletion of tuples, or ii) compute consistent answers but leave the database inconsistent. The rewriting of constraints into disjunctive rules is useful for both solutions.
Repairs
Every stable model contains a set of new derived atoms (denoted by the subscript "d") which can be used to compute a possible repair for the database. 
Consistent answers
We consider now the problem of computing a consistent answer without modifying the (possibly inconsistent) database. We assume that tuples contained in the database or implied by the constraints may be either true or false or undefined. From the results of Section 4.1 we derive
Observe that the sets ZC(D)+ , ZC(D)-and ZC(D)" are disjoint and that ZC(D)+ U ZC(D)-defines a set of consistent atoms.
We are now in the position to introduce the definition of consistent answer. The consistent answer for the query Q = (9, P) over the database D under constraints {IC, RC} is as follows:
whereas the set of atoms which are neither true nor undefined can be assumed to be false.
Example4.7
Consider the integrated database D = { e(Peter, 30000), e(John, 40000), e(dohn, 50000) } of Example 1.1 where the predicate symbol employee has been replaced by e. The functional dependency defined by the key of relation e can be defined as
The corresponding disjunctive program P consists of the rule Therefore, the set of facts which we can assume to be true 0 contains the single fact e(Peter, 30000).
Complexity 6 Prioritized updates
In this section we present some results on the complexity and the expressivity of the technique previously proposed. Observe that it is possible to consider more complex pri-
DP(ZC,RC,PC)o such thatS = R ( M ) .
oritized rules since they can be reduced to the basic case. Prioritized update rules can be useful used in the integration of databases to take into account the origin of data. For instance, we would like to give preference (credit) to the data coming from a source with respect to those coming from a different one. gives priority to the deletion of tuples coming from the source s1 if the name of the employee is not "Frank". 0
In this case each tuplep(tl, ..., t,) coming from a source s is stored a s p ( t l , ..., t,, s) and the constraints are rewritten I I accordingly.
